Logistics Solution

Increase efficiency of logistics and delivery planning
Reduce cost and increase supply chain efficiency

Advantage of using logistics management system
- Transportation cost reduction
- Checking and tracking delivery status in real time
- Improving production efficiency and warehouse space utilization
- Improving supply chain efficiency by preventing mistakes and delays in delivery

Automatically create the suitable delivery route
Just uploading necessary information to the system, it will automatically create delivery routes and calculate the vehicle arrangements within 30 minutes.

Prevent mistakes in shipment and delayed delivery
Before loading products into a truck, staffs just scan product barcodes to ensure the accurate quantity. If any error occurs in this process, the system will immediately send a notification message to related persons.

Delivery status monitoring
Using GPS to track the transportation status. You can see the current location of delivery trucks, detailed information of the cargo, etc. on the application (web/mobile). The delivery status of each customer is updated and shown on the application.

Proof of Delivery
Notifying the customer when the ordered product is prepared. The delivery will be completed when the customer receives and approves the product.
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